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Stats

About

Grapes: 65% Chenin Blanc - 20%

‘Chaos Theory’ definitely sums this wine up best and really the entirety of 2020 for everyone

Clairette Blanche - 15% Palomino

around the globe and relating back to Blackwater, Francois’ marketing changes. The new

Vineyard: Piquet (Chenin Blanc -

packaging was intended to be released in late 2019 but unforeseen circumstances pushed it

Piketberg, Swartland) – Eikenhof

back to early 2020, and finally late 2020. Chaos, right? The ‘Chaos Theory’ is best summed

(Clairette Blanche - Polkadraai,

up that what appears to be chaotic actually has underlying patterns of intent. Maybe that

Stellenbosch) – Van Zylshof

was Francois’ plan all along with the new releases was to pass over much of the pandemic

(Palomino – Ashton, Robertson)

with sales to come in on the back end. As for the wine…Chenin, Clairette, Palomino. Chaos

Vine Age: 25-years-old (Chenin Blanc)

for sure. Three different regions and picking times, the oldest Clairette in Stellenbosch

– 35-40-years-old (Clairette Blanche)

(which was ripped up the following year) some direct press, some skin contact, aged

– 91-years-old (Palomino)

together, three attempts to get export approval…pure and utter chaos. The wine though is

Soil Type: Ironstone (Chenin Blanc) –
Granitic sand (Clairette Blanche) –
Deep, lime rich marl (Palomino)
Viticulture: Practicing Organic – dry-

brilliant and beautiful and a wine that exists in the cosmos but familiar to many.
The Chenin was the first pick and the wine was barrel fermented until dry, and is ‘simply’ a
four barrel selection of Francois’ varietal ‘Piquet’. The Palomino was next to be picked and

farmed

while the varietal Palomino that Francois makes is the same vineyard, this lot was treated

Fermentation: Native – whole-bunch

to three weeks on skins in barrel. The Clairette was the only vineyard that was intentionally

pressed, barrel fermented (Chenin

used for this wine and was fermented in stainless steel spending two weeks on the skins.

Blanc) – stainless steel (Clairette

When all of the lots went dry Francois racked them to 300L French barrels for aging on the

Blanche & Palomino)

gross lees. There was no battonage keeping the wines quite tight even though they went

Skin Contact: None (Chenin Blanc) – 2

through malolactic fermentation on their own. They were bottled after 14 months aging

weeks (Clairette Blanche) – 3 weeks

without fining or filtration and a small addition of sulfur.

(Palomino)
Aging: 14 months in neutral 300L

Tasting Note

French oak barrel – 18 months in

It’s light bronze in colour thanks Clairette and Palomino being skin-fermented to dryness.

bottle
pH: 3.43
Total Acidity: 5.1 g/L
Total SO2: 96 ppm

Fascinating stuff, with that savoury skin character coming through with delicacy; elegant
and bone-dry, and a touch of tannic grip; playful rather than monolithic, and an excellent
food partner.

Total Production: 166 cases
UPC: 6009879826074
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